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Towards a Militarized Police State in America?
Explosive New Revelations over “Jade Helm 15
Exercise” and Potential False Flags
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A growing segment of the American population is waking up to the implications of the Jade
Helm 15 military operation to be conducted by Special Forces in conjunction with local law
enforcement, the FBI, DHS, the DEA and Border Patrol across the entire Southwest. This
massive  unprecedented  exercise  will  also  commence  in  June  sooner  than  first  announced
and last for 10 weeks through the summer till September 15.

The risk of it triggering civil unrest or that it may coincide with a potential false flag scenario
followed  by  another  possibly  timed  crisis  situation  is  both  feasible  and  real,  despite
mainstream media’s ridicule dismissing any such possibilities as pure paranoid conspiracy
theory. What we do know for sure is this nation has turned into a militarized police state and
that both the military and the government lie all the time.

We also are aware of the globalists’ long planned agenda of a national crisis that would
induce Obama to quash civil unrest by declaring martial law. A recent poll of Americans
found that near half (45%) see Jade Helm as imposing more control over the states. If
martial law doesn’t actually come to pass this time around, it certainly sets the stage for
next time in this incrementally increasing militarization of America.

We also know that a specific Department of Defense manual FM 3-39.40 has existed since
2010 delineating how the federal government in cooperation with the UN will respond to
civil  disturbance  that  includes  FEMA  camp  roundups  to  fill  waiting  empty  Haliburton-
refurbished prison camps after  a  $385 million  no bid  contract  during the former  CEO
Cheney’s vice presidency. We also know that each prison camp includes a tribunal section
and a mortuary section along with psychological officers responsible for reprogramming US
detainees. Despite this layout presented so matter-of-fact and by-the-book, Americans will
be killed. During the upheaval of a national crisis, a lethal outcome is also most probable.
Meanwhile,  countdown  to  global  war  appears  to  be  ticking  away  as  troops  from
virtually  every  nation  are  busily  training  in  preparation  for  a  likely  West  versus  East
endgame scenario of World War III.

President  Kennedy  spoke  of  subversive  forces  operating  inside  the  shadow
government several months prior to those same forces killing him. And those demonic
forces  posing  as  our  international  crime  syndicate  government  boldly  went  on
unconsequenced  by  the  JFK  assassination  to  stage  the  worst  false  flag  in  history  on
9/11 giving birth to the neocons’ war on terror. And it’s been all downhill ever since with
nonstop wars, a runaway deficit (over $18 trillion), a fragile and broken global economy, and
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within a few years after 9/11 a militarized totalitarian police state. Long gone is America’s
once democratic republic, replaced by a fascist oligarchy controlled by a military-security-
prison complex. As Obama’s personal army, Homeland Security has grown gluttonously evil
bringing tyranny and oppression to the United States of America as never before.

But to those of us aware enough to study and learn from history, there are no accidents and
no surprises here. Armed with the latest technology, the global elitists in control have done
their homework, long in advance manipulating everything in its Orwellian place for these
shuttering  events  and  developments  to  unfold.  From  the  overreaching  CIA  grooming
their  Manchurian  Candidate  president  to  his  unqualified  meteoric  rise  to  puppet  power,
Obama was the perfect made man for the job. Obscured by a shadowy, made over past that
includes  a  fake  birth  certificate,  he  was  steeped  in  Communist  ideology  and  socialist
collectivism by his deep connection with ex-terrorist Bill Ayers (who also was the Common
Core architect responsible largely for dumbing down public education) and fellow mentor
Saul Alinsky. Obama displayed dazzle as an early orator on the big stage of big politics,
wore the right skin color to prey on people’s hope for change and progress, appearing as a
different  kind  of  leader  who  many  thought  would  represent  the  common people,  a  unifier
and uplifter for the downtrodden. Boy were they dead wrong!

Once elected, Obama became the Manchurian Trojan Horse presidential imposter occupying
the White House. This is the same man as presidential candidate who bragged and promised
as a former constitutional law professor for over 10 years that he’d be the most open and
transparent  president  in  US history after  the criminal  Bush regime.  Then once Obama
became  president,  he  only  demonstrated  that  he  is  the  most  secretive  and  closed  off
president in history. Even worse, in the same speech he denounced Bush and Cheney for
violating America’s rule of law, he proposed to develop “an appropriate legal regime for
indefinite  prolonged  detention  of  American  citizens”  prior  to  ever  breaking  the  law  based
purely on the government’s suspicion that they may become a future threat to national
security.  This  statement  uttered  early  in  his  first  term  ominously  spelled  out  his  sinister
agenda to lock up and throw away the key to any citizen that he and his minions believe
might become a future threat.

Based  on  Obama  and  his  administration’s  subsequent  actions,  their  definition  of  “future
threat to national security” is simply anyone who disagrees with his treasonous policies,
DHS declaring them a greater threat than even ISIS, which is really quite telling. Those
citizens  honest  and brave enough to  expose the criminal  truth  about  his  evil  agenda
betraying our  Constitution,  nation and people  have been singled out  and targeted on
dissident watch lists.

Americans believing in our Constitution who object to the feds’ criminality of constantly
violating the nation’s rule of law that used to protect citizens with privacy rights over
unlawfully invasive surveillance and search and seizure, the right to peaceful assembly to
public protest, the right to own a gun, the right to freedom of speech and religion, the right
to due process, the right to habeas corpus dating back to the 1066 Magna Carta, all these
previously  guaranteed  civil  liberties  under  Bush-Obama  were  usurped  and  denied
Americans. The 2012 National Defense Authorization Act was a traitorous package deal
depriving us of all these rights, as well as violating and repealing the 1878 Posse Comitatus
law prohibiting US military from involvement in civil matters that fall under state National
Guard and law enforcement jurisdiction.
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This  president  and  his  DHS  in  one  fell  swoop  have  equated  US  patriots  who  are
returning veterans from warfronts(regardless of war) as potential home grown terrorists. So
after placing their life on the line for their nation in combat, risking and often incurring
serious life threatening injuries while experiencing the trauma of witnessing their comrades
die sacrificing their lives for their nation, upon return home from US Empire’s blood for oil
wars, their nation turns on them in betrayal, calling them terrorist threats and developing a
criminally subversive plan to remove not only their private weapons violating their Second
Amendment right, but physically removing them from society by locking them away in
prison or worse killing them under false suspicion they might become homegrown terrorists.
This  is  how  our  diabolically  treasonous  and  insane  government  led  by  our  current
commander-in-chief repays our veterans. It’s unbelievably despicable that America’s come
to this.

On to another targeted population, Obama has harassed, threatened, accused and locked
up more journalists and whistleblowers than any previous administration ever. Moreover, he
has charged more whistleblowers  with  violating an antiquated 1917 espionage act  for
treason  than  all  past  presidencies  combined,  sentencing  them  to  jail  time  25  more
times than all previous combined. The least transparent president in history also denied
more Freedom of Information Act requests in 2014 than all previous administrations, only
proving himself to be the most vindictive, revengeful, secretive despot president in history.

When Obama came to power everything was in place for the globalist war machine to
continue uninterrupted, unleashing the same imperialistic US Empire aggression launched
by  the  war  criminal  invaders  and  occupiers  Bush  and  Cheney.  Following  his  globalist
marching orders, Obama seamlessly maintained the Empire’s role as world policeman and
murderous bully around the globe. He prolonged the war in Iraq for another three years in
time to claim credit for ending the Iraq War during his reelection campaign. In the other
decade-long  war  he  ensured  the  fighting  in  Afghanistan  would  continue  unabated  for
another half dozen years. Then with the help of Israel and Saudi Arabia, he created ISIS,
which  conveniently  provided  the  fine  print  disclaimer  ensuring  the  US-NATO  military
presence  in  both  war  ravaged  nations  would  be  on  an  as  needed,  permanent  basis.

In the meantime hidden from public view, Obama guaranteed the proliferation of new,
sneakier kind of lower intensity, out of sight, out of mind wars around the world fought by
none other than the killer elite Special Forces. Now Americans cannot even tell you who the
US is at war with because it’s all a deep state secret. Did I mention Obama’s the most
secretive prez in history? Investigative reporter and author Nick Turse has determined the
exponential growth of US Special Operations at last count over a year ago is deployed
in more than 134 nationsaround the globe with the highest concentration throughout most
of Africa and much of Central and East Asia. That’s most nations on earth along with a
thousand US military posts around the world.

Expanding the presence of US proxy wars, Obama refined a new and improved formula for
churning out the most barbaric, savage, seemingly unstoppable monster enemy of them all
–  the Islamic State (IS).  Pretending IS jihadists are the most evil  enemy since Russian
Communists, complicit in showcasing their staged youtube beheadings to horrify the world
for  effect,  Obama  secretly  engineered  their  expanding  global  dominance  in  Syria,  Iraq,
Afghanistan, Libya, Yemen, Somalia and possibly just eight miles from the US border near El
Paso in Mexico where reports from Judicial Watch recently claimed a high ranking Mexican
police and a military officer stated ISIS is currently undergoing joint training operations with
the drug cartel ostensibly to potentially terrorize Americans on US soil during Jade Helm. Of
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course the US government vehemently denies the presence of Islamic State in Mexico
yet speculation still lingers based on US FBI and DHS meetings with Mexican authorities. In
any event, the bottom line if the US really wanted to destroy ISIS, as the most lethal killing
force on earth, it could eliminate Islamic State forces within a month.

Apparently it was two homegrown ISIS fighters from Arizona that showed up in Dallas bent
on a shooting spree at a cartoon contest lampooning Islam earlier this month in what
seemed a staged event, the same state deemed “hostile” by the Jade Helm game plan.
Then came the bizarre mass biker gang shootout killing 9 in Waco, Texas a week ago.
Evidence is coming to light that hidden ISIS recruiters are presently embedded in US, UK
and Canada college campuses around those Western nations attempting to entice non-
Muslims to join their cause. Based on a recent UN report almost two months ago, more
than 25,000 new recruits did join from most countries in the world just since June last year.
Whether ISIS is really here in North America amongst us or not, Washington’s been hyping
the eminent dangers posed by right wing domestic terrorists lurking to kill  government
authorities  like  police,  almost  as  if  to  prep  us  for  an  upcoming  false  flag  that  could  occur
during Jade Helm.

As the US-created hired gun, after training, arming and financing Obama’s secret ally that
holds a calling card reading “Terrorism-R-Us-Will-Travel,” Obama and his globalist puppet
masters have been increasingly outed with incontrovertible evidence of  newly declassified
documents that the so called ISIS enemy is actually a mere extension and creation of the
US, its Western allies and their oligarch masters. It was just released that the Pentagon had
devised a plan back in August 2012 for the rise of ISIS (that we never even knew existed
then) to later take over two key Iraqi cities Mosul and Ramadi. Is it any wonder that Iraqi
security forces simply cut and ran without a fight from both cities?

The latest disturbing revelations surfacing are disclosures from whistleblowers inside the
military  high  command  and  a  recently  retired  Homeland  Security  officer.  One  recently
purged lieutenant general  among the 270 high ranking military officers Obama has forced
out of the service has just revealed in an email that this summer’s Jade Helm will in fact
bring not only dissident extraction but the start of “a ground war, city by city, street by
street” to America. The anonymous retired three star general went on to write:

     Additionally what is coming will be unlike any civil war in history, it will be
very  personal,  the  government  will  call  the  Patriots  forces  terrorists  and
traitors,  they  will  arrest,  intern,  torture  and  murder  suspected  terrorists
families,  this  will  result  in bloody reprisals  which will  start  a vicious cycle
lasting for years.

Lending credibility to his dire prediction was the general’s assignment in 2012 to be part of
a  Pentagon  study  assessing  the  rank  and  file  personnel  in  all  the  US  armed  forces  on
whether they would be willing or not to fire upon and kill US citizens in a civil war scenario.
He revealed that 80% of the National Guard would side with the American people, 90% of
the Marines also, 60% of the Army would, the Navy would remain on active patrol in defense
to interdict any possible foreign intervention and only the Air Force will side with Obama’s
government at  75%. So from his  email  he believes the majority  of  US military would fight
right alongside Americans against the government oppressors. It was alluded that a number
of veterans up and down the ranks would also be armed as patriots actively resisting the
government  attack  on  its  own  citizens,  which  would  far  outnumber  the  treasonous
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government forces. But the bottom line according to this high ranking flag officer, an all-out
civil war is fast approaching where many US citizens are likely to die and be imprisoned.

Another anonymous career insider from Homeland Security just admitted:

Preparations  have  been  finalized  to  respond  to  a  crisis  of  unprecedented
magnitude within the United States. The response will include the use of lethal
force against US citizens under the instructions of Barack Obama.

The  whistleblower  described  the  atmosphere  inside  the  DHS  mega-bureaucracy  as
forebodingly paranoid where no one trusts anyone and workers are leaving in droves. Afraid
of information leaks, conditions have become so oppressive to create an ultra-hostile, toxic
work environment. The DHS retiree maintains that the upcoming crisis will be “rooted in an
economic collapse.” He said a key precursor just before the crash to look for will be falling
gold and silver prices. The orchestrators behind it are the Wall Street bankers who of course
like  with  every  fixed crash  in  the  past  will  be  busily  buying  up  all  the  precious  metals  for
untold  illegal  profiteering.  The  insider  maintains  that  America’s  already  sliding  into  crash
mode though most people don’t realize it yet, adding:

The ‘big bang’ comes at the end, when people wake up one morning and can’t
log in to their bank accounts, can’t use their ATM cards, and find out that their
private pension funds and other assets have been confiscated.

He states that the above scenario of a cyberattack on the US banking system is but one
possible plan he was privy to. Though the whistleblower admitted that DHS, the NSA and IRS
are all militant, totalitarian arms of the White House, he doubly emphasized that it’s not
Obama pulling all the strings:

[Obama] is a creation of the globalists who have no allegiance to any political
party. He is the product of decades of planning, made for this very time in our
history. He was selected to oversee the events I just disclosed. Who has that
ability?  He’s  a  product  of  our  own intelligence agencies  working with  the
globalists. He should be exhibit ‘A’ to illustrate the need to enforce the Logan
Act.

Unlike the whistleblowing general, the former Homeland Security employee said he did not
know the exact timing of when he foresees the plan being executed with high probability of
two near  simultaneous  false  flags  triggering martial  law and the violence directed against
US citizens. But the general did, feeling certain that Jade Helm would go live in response to
government induced crises.  Because we live in an interconnected global  economy, the
disaster  that  will  soon  afflict  the  US  will  reverberate  with  ripple  effects  around  the  globe.
And though many Americans will refuse to believe any such malevolent harm can possibly
come to the United States that relative to most of the world has had it so good for so long,
the globalists responsible are heartless evildoers who have no compassion or guilt for the
atrocities and suffering they directly inflict on humankind. Bringing down America puts them
one  huge  step  closer  to  one  world  government.  It  will  be  up  to  us  patriots  like  the
revolutionaries of our War of Independence to fight for our liberty and life for a rebirth of a
new nation fashioned after what originally was our Founding Fathers’ lasting legacy.
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